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PAACL NEWS

Sam & her Emotional Support Cat, Black Puss
"Black Puss is essentially a support animal for my
mental health. Without her I would feel isolated. It
has strongly affected my well-being knowing that
Black Puss is safe, healthy, and taken care of.
Thank you for helping me give Black Puss a pain
free life and worry free for me."

NOW HIRING
Do you enjoy the satisfaction of helping others achieve their goals? Are you unable to
resist the contagious smiles that spread across the face of someone who has beaten
the odds? If you are passionate about making a positive impact in the lives of others
then a career with PAACL may be for you!
Please visit our website, or contact jobpostingapplication@paacl.ca for more
information.

BOARD MEMBERS WANTED
Interested in becoming a Board Member? PAACL is looking for individuals with diverse
experience and backgrounds that would like to make a meaningful contribution as a
member of our Board of Directors. Interested individuals must be committed to learning
about PAACL, sharing its principles
of services, and be willing to devote
1-2 hours a month to this non-profit
agency who have supported people
with intellectual disabilities in their
communities for almost sixty-five
years!
Time commitment is nominal but the impact is great! PAACL operates as a Governance
Board and supports the Executive Director to carry out the duties of day-to-day
management of the organization. If this opportunity is for you, please submit a brief letter of interest
to the attention of PAACL Board President, Jennifer Walsh, at 3008 2nd Avenue, Port Alberni, BC V9Y
1Y9. For more information, you can also contact Craig Summers, Executive Director, at 250-724-7155 or
Craig.Summers@paacl.ca

Find out more about PAACL at www.paacl.ca, and follow us on Facebook and
Instagram.

